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Request Processing
request params

and cookies

response template
and session headers

before, after and around 
hooks (ie. callbacks)
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All server errors ultimately caught by dispatcher - this typically ends in a 500 (ie. internal 
server) response error. Best to catch and deal with errors earlier!



Rails Overview

script/generate
model

migration

controller

scaffold

migration
model

controller
views

migration
model

controller
views

migration
model
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Script support for doing some tedious coding tasks provided by script/generate.



Model Overview

migration

SQL Data Definitions

drop tables
create tables

rake
db:migrate
db:drop

insert into tables

db:seed
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Rakefiles are analogous to Makefiles.



Data Modelling
Typical application organises its data

In UML we work with entities, objects and 
attributes all formally related in some way 
(eg. relationships)

In OO programming we work with classes, 
objects and attributes all formally related in 
some way (eg. references and interactions)

With databases we work with tables, rows 
and columns all formally related in some way 
(eg. keys and constraints)
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Entities, Classes and 
Tables

Entities are collections of objects

Classes are collections of objects

Tables are collections of rows

Equate object and row!!
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Attributes and Columns

Entities have attributes

Classes have attributes (implemented using 
instance variables)

Tables have columns with a row holding the 
value for that column

Equate attributes and column!!
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Models

Any Rails class that extends ActiveRecord is 
a model and so represents a database table

Instances of a model class represent rows in 
our database table

Model’s implement UML entities

Attributes of model represent table columns

Note: all models have an id attribute
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class Entry < ActiveRecord::Base
  ..
end



ActiveRecord
Contains library code to help with:

translating model instances to/from table 
rows

caching database reads/writes

searching and querying the database

Encapsulates database in an abstraction 
layer!!

ie. Object-relational mapping (ORM)
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Tables Names

Convention is to use:

plural version of name to represent tables

pluralize method used here

single version of name to represent rows

singularize method used here

Note: all tables have a single primary key 
named id
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Migrations

Rails uses migrations to define physical 
database tables and columns

Migrations allow one to version control 
database tables!!

Rails framework automatically links defined 
table to its underlying model class

Beware: naming conventions are used to 
do this!!
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Implementing Entities

Orders
name: String

address: String
email: String
pay_type: ...

class Orders < ActiveRecord::Base
end

def self.up
  create_table :orders do |t| 
    t.string :name 
    t.text :address 
    t.string :email 
    t.string :pay_type, :limit => 10 
    t.timestamps 
  end 
end

def self.down
  drop_table :orders
end

Model usedby Rails code.
Has the attributes:

-name
-address
-email
-pay_typeTable defined

by migration
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As we will see next week, Ruby uses hashes and arrays extensively.



Mapping SQL and Ruby 
Types

SQL Type Ruby Class

int, integer Fixnum

float, double Float

char, varchar, 
string String

SQL Type Ruby Class

interval, date Date

datetime, 
time DateTime

clob, blob, 
text String
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Example Code
carl = Orders.new
carl.name = “Carl Pulley”
carl.address = “Computing and Engineering”
carl.email = “c.j.pulley@hud.ac.uk”
carl.pay_type = “salary”

carl.save

puts Orders.find(:first).name # SELECT * FROM Orders LIMIT 1
puts Orders.find(:all).count  # SELECT COUNT(*) FROM Orders
puts Orders.find_by_pay_type(“salary”) # SELECT * FROM Orders WHERE         
                                       # pay_type = ‘salary’

Note: can also use hashes in parameters to 
constructors!
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Orders is a class here (specifically its a model!).
Orders.new calls the classes constructor function - in this case the method named initialize.



Boolean Types

Not all databases support the boolean type!

When they do:

CHAR: ‘f’ is false of ‘t’ is true

INT: 0 is false 1 is true

Ruby views 0 and ‘f’ as being true!!

IMPORTANT: access boolean attributes 
using the ? form of a method and not directly
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Primary Keys
Ruby always accesses primary keys via the 
attribute id

Provides protection against table primary 
keys altering over time

In the migration definition, you may map id 
to the actual primary key in the underlying 
database table

Composite primary keys not supported in 
Rails!
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